A Role for the Surgeon-Scientist? What Does the “Evidence” Tell Us?


“Background”: An article in this issue of the Canadian Journal of Neurological Sciences provides a platform for reviewing the role of surgeon-scientists in contemporary medical practice1. The article by Fady Girgis is entitled “Feasibility of a dual neurosurgeon-scientist career in Canada: a survey study”. The method used to obtain the data was an electronic survey distributed to staff neurosurgeons and neurosurgery residents across Canada. Questions were designed to identify qualities that exemplified ideal neurosurgical practice in relation to research. A neurosurgeon-scientist was defined as a neurosurgeon that spends at least 50% of his or her time performing research or research-related activities. In the case of residents the designation was based on intended practice, rather than current practice. In the results section the author presents the data from 54 neurosurgeons/residents that completed the survey, 32 of whom were current or intended neurosurgeon-scientists. The discussion reviews emergent themes such as: 1. Collaboration in research (85.2% of respondents felt that neurosurgeons who collaborate with basic scientists to conduct research are equally or more likely to obtain meaningful results compared to neurosurgeon-scientist conducting the same research); 2. The ‘ideal’ versus the ‘real’ neurosurgeon (83.3% of respondents did not feel that conducting research in addition to clinical duties was needed to become an ‘ideal’ neurosurgeon); 3. Research training in neurosurgery (85.2% of respondents were in favor of academic centres employing purely clinical neurosurgeons alongside neurosurgeon-scientists, rather than hiring only neurosurgeon-scientists, though 77.8% of respondents reported feeling pressure to publish journal articles). The author concludes that it is possible to do good work in both neurosurgery and neuroscience simultaneously, but in reality it is very difficult to do so.

“Methods”: The author of this editorial performed a PubMed search using the term ‘surgeon-scientist’. The articles were reviewed in varying levels of depth according to the information provided in the title and/or abstract. Themes from the articles are reported and discussed using the spirit and the space limitations of an editorial.

“Results”: The PubMed search revealed 163 articles containing the term ‘surgeon-scientist’ (term ‘physician-scientist’ identified 777 articles!). Survey of these 163 articles revealed: 1. Many articles that were tributes and/or obituaries to/or eminent surgeons (surgeon-scientists) including the general surgeon Beaumont2; the neurosurgeon Rasmussen3 and the plastic/transplant surgeon Murray4; 2. Many articles that were editorials/opinion pieces/published addresses, including those by Nobel laureates5-7, presidents of academic surgical societies8,9, presidents of scientific societies10-12, and editors of prominent journals13,14; 3. A smaller number of articles that did gather some data around the topic (surveys/data base extraction), especially as related to training15,16 and funding17 of the surgeon-scientist. Therefore, the “evidence”, as it were, consists mostly of opinion, albeit much of that coming from well respected and successful surgeons and scientists, including surgeon-scientists. Listed below are some of the more noteworthy quotes from some of the articles.

From The University in American Surgery by Francis D. Moore18 and cited by Chiu19: “A surgical investigator is a bridge tender, channeling knowledge from biological science to the patient’s bedside and back again. He traces his origin from both ends of the bridge. He is thus a bastard and is called this by everybody. Those at one end of the bridge say he is not a very good scientist, and those at the other say that he does not spend enough time in the operating room. If only he is willing to live with this abuse, he can continue to do his job effectively.”

From The Surgeon-Scientist in a New Biomedical Research Era by George K. Gittes (former president of the Society of University Surgeons)8: “Why do we care about the decline of the physician-scientist, and the surgeon-scientist in particular? The physician-scientist represents the cornerstone of American academic medicine, and clearly embodies what makes it great. Physician-scientists are essentially the only individuals who can facilitate flow of intellectual material from bedside to bench.”

However, also from Gittes, in the same article8: “If we accept that increasing complexity represents the natural evolution of both basic science and clinical medicine, together with the burden of decreasing professional reimbursement, the highest ever demands by the consumer for perfect medical care, and increasingly stringent requirements for the presence and involvement of attending faculty in patient care (for both medical-legal, and 80-hour work week reasons), the overall result makes for a barely tenable situation for the physician-scientist.”

From The Relationship Between Surgeon and Basic Scientist by T. Carrel20: “The rapid pace of contemporary research makes it difficult if not impossible for one person to be an intense clinician and intense researcher at the same time. Is it appropriate for the physician-scientist to see the patient in the morning and to clone the genes in the afternoon? Probably not.”

From The Cardiothoracic Surgeon and the Basic Scientist by Jarle Vagge21: “Even if we may be next to God in the operating room, there is no guarantee that we are anything, but at best...
eager amateurs in engineering, in cell biology, and in basic science in general.”

From *Training the Contemporary Surgeon-Scientist* by Wan and co-workers\(^2\):

“The old standard of triple-threat surgeon scientists who could seamlessly move between the clinic/operating room, laboratory, and classroom has increasingly fallen by the wayside in today’s environment of universal and managed health care.”

From *Some of the ‘Do’s’ and ‘Do-Not’s’ in Clinical Investigation* by Fuller Albright\(^2\):

The clinical investigator is as one “trying to ride two horses – attempting to be an investigator and a clinician at one and the same time.”

From *Surgeon Scientist* by Joseph E. Murray (plastic/transplant surgeon and Nobel laureate)\(^2\):

“Conceptually, the surgeon and bench scientist differ in three ways.

1. The scientist knows that he does not know, whereas the clinical surgeon treating patients is expected to know.
2. The scientist can wait for all the data to become available, whereas the surgeon must make a decision based on available data.
3. The scientist deals with mass data, whereas the surgeon deals with an individual patient.

Acknowledging these differences, is it possible for a surgeon, or any clinician, to be a scientist? The answer, of course, is yes. It is a difficult role to assume, but it is absolutely essential for medical progress that dedicated clinical surgeons and scientists understand and work with scientists of other basic disciplines. It is a simple fact that basic scientists cannot be surgeons, so it is essential that surgeons be scientists.”

[Disclosure: the author of this editorial met Dr. Murray in 1990 at Children’s Hospital/Harvard Medical School in Boston while doing an MRC fellowship with surgeon-scientist Dr. Judah Folkman\(^2\). Dr. Murray had just been awarded the Nobel Prize in Physiology and Medicine for his work on renal transplantation. He is one of only nine surgeons (and the last) to receive the Nobel Prize.]

“Discussion”: A number of themes emerged from the reviewed articles. These will be discussed briefly.

*Yes, there IS a role for the surgeon-scientist!* The majority of articles generally favour the preservation of the surgeon scientist\(^2,5,24,32\). Of course a number of these articles are written by successful surgeon-scientists and academic surgeons who practiced in a less restrictive era\(^3\). These articles argue that despite contemporary challenges there is a need for surgeons to continue “tending the bridge” (see “results” section above\(^18,19\)) i.e. that surgeons are in the unique position to care for patients, identify areas that need better understanding, and then go on to initiate and perform the research themselves to gain that understanding. However, most articles acknowledge that there are many challenges. These include: 1. Lack of interest in research at the medical school level\(^15,25\); 2. Difficulties in nurturing research involvement during surgical residency training, (due to lack of interest, financial considerations and work hour restrictions, etc.)\(^34,40\); 3. Mentorship challenges at the resident and junior faculty level\(^41\); 4. Difficulty in obtaining grant support as an individual researcher\(^25\); 5. Global decreases in funding for biomedical research at government and industry levels\(^7,25,42,44\); 6. Actual inability to follow through on clinical insights at the laboratory level due to the pace at which science is advancing (Paralyzed Academic Investigator’s Disease Syndrome or PAIDS)\(^45-48\); 7. Changing expectations of hospitals and health care providers\(^49,50\); 8. Frustration with the “carnival of science”\(^51\); 9. Perceived lack of reward\(^14\); 10. Overburdening with administrative and teaching duties\(^23,25,52\).

Really, IS there a role for the surgeon-scientist?! Interestingly, notwithstanding the excerpts in the “results” section above, very few articles in the literature, if any, question the desirability of preserving the surgeon-scientist. A number of articles\(^5,20,24,53\), including the paper by Girgis in this journal\(^1\), suggest that collaboration between surgeons and scientists may be a more feasible and effective way of actually producing meaningful research. Indeed a number of the top-cited articles in neurosurgery journals are the product of collaborative efforts\(^44,55\). What the paper by Girgis also draws attention to is something that is infrequently addressed in the literature: the perception of what it is to be an academic surgeon. The traditional job description of an academic surgeon includes somewhat equal measures of\(^56,57\): 1. A role model clinician expected to deliver the most advanced, life-saving surgical care to the most complicated patients; 2. A teacher expected to design and implement programs to teach the art of surgery to both surgeon and non-surgeon trainees, including basic and advanced skills; 3. A researcher expected to conduct novel basic or clinical research with evidence of success; 4. A mentor expected to provide guidance to students, residents, fellows, and junior faculty; 5. An administrator expected to progressively increase administrative activities in the department, medical school, and health system with minimal reduction in other responsibilities; and 6. A promoter of academic surgery nationally and internationally by being active in surgical societies and symposia. Though excellence in all of the above is something the academic surgeon might strive for, the article by Girgis would suggest neurosurgeons and neurosurgery residents in Canada value clinical skill and patient care above all ... but is that enough?

“Conclusions”: So, ... a role for the surgeon-scientist? You weigh the “evidence” (ideally after reading the references more thoroughly, if you have time between the OR, lab and classroom!). You decide.

Joseph F. Megyesi
London, Ontario, Canada
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